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Author's response to reviews:

We have addressed all the formatting changes requested below (SEE CAPS FOR RESPONSES):

Author list - Please remove the job titles from the list of authors (e.g Dr / Professor) and affiliations. You may wish to include an About the Authors’ section after the authors’ contributions. DONE - SEE PAGE 1

Affiliations - Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format: department, institute, city, and country. This may mean repeating institutional addresses if the authors are from different departments within an institution. DONE - PAGE 1

Please remove the header containing word count and number of tables. DONE

Introduction - Please rename this section 'Background'. DONE

Conclusions - Please insert a Conclusions section after the Discussion. We recommend including a Conclusions heading above the paragraph which beings `In conclusion`. DONE - PAGE 15

Conflict of interests - Please rename this section 'Competing interests'. DONE

Sentence case should be used in table titles and headings (i.e. remove all unnecessary capitals). DONE